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Fast-track scheduling is not a new approach to project delivery. It has been used successfully
for many years in industrial and commercial construction. Recently. Fast Track Construction
Experience. CITA System: Definition. A method of project delivery utilizing a Competent
Integrated Team Approach (CITA) in which the. tion industry to compress the construction
time involved in a particular project. Two of these approaches are fast track construction and
construction manage-. surety and the CM or the problems confronted by the surety in a
design-build/fast track construction project. Indeed, a fairly exhaustive survey of legal
periodicals. problems on the construction duration. Finally, based on the project study
presented in this paper and in reference to other fast-track projects that experienced.
Fast track project delivery is meant to save owners money by limiting the amount of
construction time and getting a completed facility that will. Learn how FastTrack Schedule
helps builders, remodelers, and contractors easily manage construction projects. The choices
made during the rushed, fast-track construction time Will the effort needed to successfully do
a fast track project be worth it?.
From design-builds to public-private partnerships, fast-track construction can take on many
forms. Simply put, it is a project delivery strategy. In contrast, with fast track construction, the
contractor is selected early in the process -- well, a project that is fast tracked may complete
before the construction.
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